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About Edinburgh International Science Festival
Who we are

Festival Facts:

Edinburgh International Science Festival,
founded in 1989, is an educational charity
that encourages people of all ages and
backgrounds to discover the wonder of the
world around them. We are best known for
organising Edinburgh’s annual Science Festival
– the world’s first celebration of science and
technology, and still one of Europe’s largest.

•

Edinburgh International Science Festival
was the world’s first public celebration
of science and technology, and the
annual Science Festival in Edinburgh is
still one of Europe’s largest.

•

Edinburgh International Science
Festival now reaches around half a
million people every year through its
Festival, education and international
programmes.

•

Edinburgh International Science Festival
will celebrate its 30th Festival in 2018
and welcomes around 150,000
people each year.

•

We are the largest primary school
science outreach provider in the
UK - our schools touring programme
Generation Science delivered over
1,500 shows across Scotland in
2014, reaching almost 60,000 school
children and a quarter of all primary
schools.

•

Our international work has seen us
deliver projects in Abu Dhabi, India,
Germany, China and Brazil.

The two-week event places emphasis on
giving audiences amazing experiences
through a programme of innovative and
inspiring events. Alongside the annual festival,
the organisation has a strong focus on
education and also runs a touring programme
that visits schools throughout the year.
Outwith the activity in Scotland, Edinburgh
International Science Festival also runs
a large-scale international operation. It
regularly presents work overseas and is
currently the major programme partner of
Abu Dhabi Science Festival, helping to
curate and present the festival in Abu Dhabi,
annually. For international partners, the team
at Edinburgh International Science Festival
provides engaging content, curatorial advice
on programming, business planning support
along with expert staff and training for local
science communicators.

Services

Business Planning

quality and engaging science events,
Edinburgh International Science Festival is
a world leader in its field. We work closely
with national and international partners to
help programme other Science Festivals,
provide trained science communicators and
tour our entertaining shows and workshops.

Science Festival team can provide expert
input and respond rapidly to the needs
of your business. We can work with our
partners on particular projects or assist with
the creation of an entire business plan.

With  years experience in creating high

Members of the Edinburgh International

As part of building local support for your
project we are happy to partner with you
and advocate for your project with local
stakeholders. Edinburgh International
Science Festival has a strong international
reputation and this can be of great value.
We can address questions such as:
What content will appeal to your audience?
How will content reflect local interest? Who
will staff your event? How will your visitors
flow around the event? What physical
resources will you need? What is the
best marketing strategy? Can you attract
potential sponsors? What will it all cost,
and how quickly does it need to happen?

Content Curation

The quality of the content is at the heart of a
successful Science Festival as it determines
the public reception of the event and, if
chosen correctly, cements the reputation of
the festival in years to come.
In addition to workshops, shows and
interactive exhibitions, Edinburgh
Interanational Science Festival recommend
and propose supplementary spectacle or
signature events, designed to generate
media coverage and add the wow-factor to
the festival.
We create workshops, shows and
interactive content. Each event we supply is
created by our in-house creative team and
can be tailored to your specific themes and
areas of interest. We also have a repertoire
of activities that can be adapted to your
needs.
We have developed a unique way of
working with audiences that has earned us
a reputation as a world centre of excellence
in science engagement. Our approach
pivots on the understanding that visitors
ought to do things for themselves, use skills
and tools and materials and explore science
and technology at their own pace assisted
by strong, well trained and engaging
staff who will enrich the visitor experience
allowing it to be open-ended and flexible.

Science Communication Training
Science communication is a very broad
field and as a result it has a number of
different definitions, but generally speaking
it refers to generating understanding,
awareness, enjoyment, interest or opinion
about science. The term refers to literally
anyone trying to put across a scientific
concept or message to any audience:
scientists, governments, businesses, science
centres, festivals, teachers, journalists -the list
is almost never ending!
Each year Edinburgh International
Science Festival hires hundreds of science
communicators. These are the people who
deliver our workshops and shows, and
enhance interactive exhibitions, bringing
science engagement events alive by
sparking public interest and encouraging
interaction, discussion and debate. But this
doesn’t happen by magic – these people
need to be well trained and supported.

In the course of delivering our annual
science festival, education tours and various
international projects, we have developed
a portfolio of training courses designed to
equip science communicators, as well as
those who support them, with the skills and
experience required to excel in their role.
In line with Edinburgh International Science
Festival’s events development philosophy,
these are highly practical sessions. Our
courses are lead by UK experts in science
communication with generous tutor to
participant ratios to ensure quality and
understanding.

Volunteers
Communicating with Confidence
This two-day training course focuses on
how to communicate effectively, with a
heavy emphasis on public engagement
and workshops. It is designed to provide
attendees with the skills they need to
become effective science communicators
and confident presenters. It also aims to
prepare participants for working with the
public and delivering events at a festival (or
similar environment) including dealing with
sticky situations and what to do if things go
wrong.

Teachers
Professional Development –
Teaching Science
This short two-three hour course is designed
to inspire teachers by providing new and
interesting ideas for practical and engaging
science demonstrations that can be used
in their classrooms. This session can be
delivered while their student are visiting the
festival and encourages teachers to share
in the benefits of the event while providing
a legacy to their festival visit. Participants
will learn four-five demonstrations and
learning and reference materials, including
teacher packs and instruction sheets, will be
provided.
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Young people are aLFZ focus of science
festivals as many nations wish to encourage
young people to study science, technology,
engineering and maths (STEM) subjects, to keep
the flow of talent in to these sectors strong.

Science festival events should help teachers
teach the school curriculum and give them fresh
ideas about how to teach in their schools. Good
science festivals provide strong written
educational resources for teachers related to the
festival events.
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Science festivals also provide great entertainment

Sciencefestivals can:
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Businesses welcome the opportunity to

and interest. In this role alone they provide a

communicate with the large number of visitors

strong social and cultural benefit. A large festival

science festivals attract. The festival allows them

can attract as many people in two weeks as a

to showDBTF what they do build their profile
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and brand and can help with recruitment.
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Case Studies
Abu Dhabi Science Festival

Lema?

Code Crackers in Qatar

Edinburgh International Science Festival
has been Programme Partner for the Abu
Dhabi Science Festival since the first festival
was held in 2011. Each year we help to
programme, produce and deliver the event.
In 2014, the Festival ran from 13 - 22
November at the Abu Dhabi Corniche East
Plaza alongside two major satellite sites at
Al Ain (Al Ain Zoo) and Sharjah (Al Majaz
Waterfront). In all, the Festival programme
was made up of 60% new events and 20%
locally produced content. Over 150,000
visited the Festival during its 10-day run.

In 2013, our Education programme
expanded internationally, working with the
Abu Dhabi Technology Development Committee to deliver Lema?, a schools’ outreach
programme designed to inspire young
people with science and technology.

In November 2015, a team from
Edinburgh International Science Festival
delivered our Code Crackers workshop
at the Qatar World Innovation Summit for
Education (WISE). As well as engaging
with local children, the summit provided
the opportunity to showcase our pioneering
approach to science engagement to the
1,500 delegates who attended over the
three days. We even received a visit from
America’s First Lady, Michelle Obama,
who worked with the children during the
workshop and spent time with the team and
participants as part of a visit to the region.

Lema? features popular shows developed
by Edinburgh International Science Festival
and updated to suit UAE children, delivered
in English and Arabic by local science
communicators.
The 2013 tour was delivered over two
phases. Altogether the team delivered 638
shows and workshops at schools across
Abu Dhabi, Al Ain and Al Gharbia, reaching over 26,000 pupils.

Credentials
2017

2013
Abu Dhabi Science Festival, November, 150,000 visitors
Edinburgh International Science Festival Bangalore, August,

Edinburgh International Science Festival, April, 150,000 visitors
Mother of the Nation, Abu Dhabi, March, 100,000 visitors
Cyber Quest, Abu Dhabi, April, 1,500 students
Careers Hive, Scotland, February, 2,400 students
Generation Science, Scotland wide tour, January, 58,000 school
children

25,000 visitors
Lema? Abu Dhabi Schools Outreach, May, 26,000 school children
Edinburgh International Science Festival, March, 90,000 visitors
Generation Science, Scottish schools tour, January, 60,000 school
children

2016

Best Large Festival, Scottish Event Awards 2013 WINNER
Unite Award for Creativity, Creative Edinburgh 2013 WINNER
Sustained Partnership, Arts and Business Awards 2013 COMMENDED
New Sponsorship, Arts and Business Awards 2013 COMMENDED
Community Award, Arts and Business Awards 2012 COMMENDED
Best Cultural Event, Scottish Event Awards 2010 WINNER
Innovation Awards 2008, WINNER

Abu Dhabi Science Festival, November, 150,000 visitors
Cyber Quest, Abu Dhabi, May, 1,500 students
Edinburgh International Science Festival, April, 140,000 visitors
Careers Hive, Scotland, February, 1,700 students
Generation Science, Scotland wide tour, January, 62,000 school
children

2015
Abu Dhabi Science Festival, November, 100,000 visitors
Lema? Abu Dhabi Schools Outreach, May and September school
children
Edinburgh International Science Festival, April, 120,000 visitors
Generation Science, Scottish schools tour, January, 64,000 school
children

2014
Abu Dhabi Science Festival, November, 150,000 visitors
Lema? Abu Dhabi Schools Outreach, May, 26,000 school children
Edinburgh International Science Festival, April, 100,000 visitors
Generation Science, Scottish schools tour, January, 60,000 school
children

Awards

About Edinburgh International
Science Festival
Founded in 1989, Edinburgh International Science Festival is
an educational charity that encourages people of all ages and
backgrounds to discover the wonder of the world around them.
We are best known for organising Edinburgh’s annual Science
Festival – the world’s first and still one of Europe’s largest. This
two-week event places emphasis on giving audiences amazing
experiences through a programme of innovative and inspiring
events. We also have a strong focus on education and run an
annual education outreach programme that visits schools all over
Scotland.
Outwith our activities in Scotland, Edinburgh Science Festival
Ventures, our international arm, also runs a large-scale multinational
operation. We regularly present work overseas and are currently
the major programme partner for Abu Dhabi Science Festival.
For international partners, the team at Edinburgh Science Festival
Ventures provides engaging content, curatorial advice on
programming, business planning support along with expert staff
and training for local science communicators.

Edinburgh International Science Festival
Harbourside House | 110 Commercial Street | Edinburgh | EH6
6NF
t: +44 (0)131 553 0320
e: info@scifest.co.uk
w: sciencefestival.co.uk
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Animal Agents
Age range: 5+

Running time: 45 minutes
Shows per day: Runs once an hour, up to a
maximum of 10 performances
Performance area: 100sqm

Event description:
Discover what it takes to be an Animal
Agent in this interactive training workshop
for animal conservationists. Learn about
native animals and the efforts being made
to preserve them as we reveal what it’s like
to work with them everyday and showcase
the latest developments in animal tracking
and conservation.

Learning:
This workshop looks at local animals,
investigating their habitats and behaviour
and how scientists can track them.

Arabian Aromas
Age range: 5+

Running time: 45 minutes
Shows per day: Runs once an hour, up to a
maximum of 10 performances
Performance area: 100sqm

Event description:
Prepare your nostrils for some of the stinkiest
smells imaginable, and design your own
sweet smelling perfume (but please leave
your natural stinks at home!). Test your
senses in our blindfold taste challenge
and uncover the secrets of the science of
scent. Can you blend smells to create nasal
nirvana?

Learning:
This workshop covers some basics of
chemistry including senses, scents and
perfumery.

Blood Lab
Age range: 5+

Running times: 45 minutes
Shows per day: Runs once an hour, up to a
maximum of 10 performances
Performance area: 100sqm

Event description:
Visit our special Blood Lab and find out how
the science of blood can help us diagnose
disease. Enter the Scab Lab to make your
own blood-curdling scab and find out how
they form. Then take a closer look at the
heart, lungs and oxygen in Don’t Hold Your
Breath.
Learning:
This workshop covers basic science of
blood including how blood protects the
body and how scabs form.

Body Builders
Age range: Family

Running time: 60 minutes
Shows per day: Runs every two hours, up
to a maximum of four performances
Performance area: 150sqm

Event description:
In the teaching hospital, join Dr Watson and
Nurse Treat It Better, to learn how your body
is put together and why it’s so important to
keep it in shape. Throughout their day they
meet a range of comedy characters who
illustrate common ailments and show you
how your body works.

Learning:
This show investigates human biology,
highlighting the function and role of some of
your main bodily systems.

Busking Bikes
Age range: Family

Running time: Drop-in
Shows per day: performing time six hours
Performance area: flexible, including
outreach

Event description:
With mind-boggling experiments and
dazzling science demos, our busking bikes
take street performance to a whole new
level. Witness explosions, weirdness and
plenty of mess as we get up close and
personal with some of the most exciting
science demonstrations around.

Learning:
These drop-in shows offer fast-paced
engagement with science, covering physics,
chemistry and topology.

$BSOJWBMPGUIF.JOE
Age range: "MMBHFT

Running time: %SPQJO
Shows per day: $POUJOVPVT VQUPIPVST
EBJMZ
Performance area: 100sqm

Event description:
3PMMVQ SPMMVQBOETUFQJOTJEFUIF$BSOJWBM
PGUIF.JOEUPEJTDPWFSUIFTFDSFUTPGZPVS
CSBJO7JTJUPVSGPSUVOFUFMMFSUPFYQMPSFUIF
GVODUJPOPGZPVSGSPOUBMMPCF UBLFBUVSOPO
UIFIJHITUSJLFSUPVODPWFSIPXZPVQSPDFTT
QBJOBOEMFBSOBCPVUWJTJPOBUPVSDPDPOVU
TIZBOEIBMMPGNJSSPST5IJTJTBMMUIFGVOPG
UIFGBJSCVUXJUIBEEFETDJFODF

Learning:
5IJTFYIJCJUJPOJOWFTUJHBUFTQFSDFQUJPOBOE
IFBSJOH$IJMESFOXJMMEJTDPWFSIPXBVEJUPSZ
BOEWJTVBMJMMVTJPOTIFMQVTUPVOEFSTUBOEUIF
XPSLJOHTPGUIFCSBJO

Code Crackers
Age range: 8+

Running time: 45 minutes
Shows per day: Runs once an hour, up to a
maximum of 10 performances
Performance area: 100sqm

Event description:
Enter the cyber-bunker – a hi-tech hub where
you’ll crack codes, crunch data and find
out how security agencies protect you from
online crime. As part of a digital security
team, this code-breaking mission will open
your eyes to a hidden world of intrigue and
enigma.

Learning:
This high-tech workshop teaches participants
about cyber-security, information technology
and IT systems.

Coldest Show on Earth
Age range: Family

Running time: 45 minutes
Shows per day: Runs once an hour, up to a
maximum of six performances
Performance area: (stage)

Event description:
Luke Warm loves the cold. He wants
everything and everyone on the planet
to go sub-zero and is exploring ways
to carry out his evil plan. Watch what
happens when he subjects things to extreme
temperatures - it’s a chilling mix of shattered
flowers, frozen fried eggs and exploding
buckets! Can anyone stop him?

Learning:
This show investigates how the properties
of materials can change when they are
subjected to changes in their state through
freezing, melting or boiling.

Colour Investigations
Age range: 5+

Running time: 45 minutes
Shows per day: Runs once an hour, up to a
maximum of 10 performances
Performance area: 100 sqm

Event description:
Discover the magical science of paper
chromatography in this hands-on
investigation. Step into the laboratory where
scientists will help you learn the techniques
chemists use to separate coloured pigments
and identify their ingredients. Can the results
of your experiments match the colours on
the scientists’ paper?

Learning:
Participants will learn about primary and
secondary colours, how colours can be
made by mixing different colours together
and how they can be split into their
component parts using chromatography.

Dig Up A Dinosaur
Age range: 5+

Running time: 45 minutes
Shows per day: Runs once an hour, up to a
maximum of 10 performances
Performance area: 150sqm

Event description:
Millions of years ago, dinosaurs ruled
the earth, but how do we find out more
about them? Learn the techniques and tools
scientists use to dig for bones and fossils,
and then use your skills to brush away the
sand and see what you can learn from your
discovery.

Learning:
Participants in this workshop learn about
palaeontology and animal biology, as well
how scientists use deduction and reasoning
to come to conclusions.

DNA Detectives
Age range: 8+

Running time: 45 minutes
Shows per day: Runs once an hour, up to a
maximum of 10 performances
Performance area: 100sqm

Event description:
Every single one of our cells contains DNA
– our unique genetic code. Something as
simple as a tiny hair left at a crime scene
can allow experts to identify the perpetrator.
This hands-on workshop is your chance to
become a forensics expert as you isolate
and identify a criminal’s DNA.

Learning:
Participants will develop laboratory skills
and discover the science of forensics and
biotechnology.

Energize!
Age range: 5+

Running time: 45 minutes
Shows per day: Runs once an hour, up to a
maximum of 10 performances
Performance area: 150sqm

Event description:
Learn how your body works and what
choices you need to make to be healthy
and ready for exploring! Play a giant game
of Operation and take a journey through
the awesome physical assault course as
our communicators explain basic human
biology, diet and diabetes. High-energy,
interactive learning to help keep our next
generation of scientist fighting fit.

Learning:
Human biology, health and fitness, diabetes

Fuel Hunters
Age range: 8+

Running time: 45 minutes
Shows per day: Runs once an hour, up to a
maximum of 10 performances
Performance area: 100sqm

Event description:
Discover the origins of oil, where it comes
from and how to find it, and test your
identification skills to see if you can classify
core samples. Then learn about the ground
breaking technology required to extract
oil as you join a team and build your own
mock oil rig – it’s exploration on a brand
new level!

Learning:
Participants will learn about materials
science and engineering relating to energy,
geology and oil and gas.

Future Craft Studio
Age range: 5+

Running times: 45 minutes or drop-in
Shows per day: Runs once an hour, up to a
maximum of 10 performances
Performance area: 100sqm

Event description:
Step into the Future Craft Studio to explore
innovative craft technologies including
simple circuits and experiments with UV
reactive and thermochromic materials to
see how they react to sunlight and changes
in temperature. Use these fun interactive
materials to make a unique badge, bracelet
or pencil circuit in this creative hands-on
workshop.

Learning:
This workshop focuses on electronics
and circuitry, explaining the components
of a basic circuit, as well as teaching
participants about the colour spectrum, how
UV reactive materials work and introducing
thermochromic materials.

The Gadget Factory
Age range: 8+

(can be adapted to 15–18)
Running time: 45 minutes
Shows per day: Runs once an hour, up to
a maximum of 10 performances
Performance area: 100sqm

Event description:
Investigate and explore how everyday
gadgets work in our mini Gadget Factory.
Learn the secrets of soldering before using
your skills to assemble your very own
working electronic gadget.

Learning:
This workshop introduces electronics,
soldering, wiring and circuits.

Go For It
Age range: 8+

Running time: 45 minutes
Shows per day: Runs once an hour, up to a
maximum of 10 performances
Performance area: 100sqm

Event description:
Discover a healthy balance between the
food we eat and how we use the energy it
contains. Step into the lab to explore how
our bodies use glucose for energy, test
glucose levels and find out how diabetes is
diagnosed. Then put your knowledge to the
test in the Operation Game – will you get
the chance to operate?

Learning:
Participants will learn about glucose and
carbohydrates, how insulin works and the
importance of a healthy lifestyle.

Little 4QBSLT
"HFSBOHF

3VOOJOHUJNFNJOVUFT
4IPXTQFSEBZ3VOTPODFBOIPVS VQUP
BNBYJNVNPGQFSGPSNBODFT
1FSGPSNBODFBSFBTRN

Event description:
In this interactive workshop, get creative
with circuits and discover what electricity
does before using it to power your very
own device. We’ll start things off simply by
making an easy electro-dough circuit and
you’ll work through challenges that will help
you discover what circuits can do, using
LEDs and experimenting with changing the
shape of the dough, before moving on to
the next level with a Snap Circuit board.
For your final challenge, you’ll be making a
conductive dough piano, varying the
resistance in your circuit to change the
piano’s pitch and play a tune.

Learning:
Participants are introduced to circuits and
how they are powered by electricity before
looking at how different materials can be
conductors. The children build circuits using
conductive dough and explore more
complicated devices using batteries, LEDs,
switches, motors and a pre-made Drawdio
circuit.

Little Giants
Age range: 8+

Running time: 45 minutes
Shows per day: Runs once an hour, up to a
maximum of 10 performances
Performance area: 120sqm

Event description:
Join Buzzy, the giant honeybee, for a
fascinating trip into the wonderful world of
bees. Learn how a bee’s body is different
from ours, take a magical mystery tour of a
beehive and travel to our giant flowers to
extract nectar and make massive pollen trail
patterns!

Learning:
This workshop teaches participants about
the differences between insects and
humans, some interesting bee behaviours
and how they play an important part in the
ecosystem.

.BLJOH*U

Age range: "MM"HFT
Running time: %SPQJO
Shows per day: $POUJOVPVTVQUPIPVST
Performance area: 100sqm

Event description:
.BLJOHJUyJTBOJOUFSBDUJWFFYIJCJUJPOUIBU
HJWFTZPVUIFDIBODFUPJNNFSTFZPVSTFMGJO
BDDFTTJCMFUFDIOPMPHJFTBOEEJTDPWFSUIF
NBLFSNPWFNFOUCZFYQMPSJOHJOUFSBDUJWF
QPET
"WBJMBCMFBDUJWJUJFTBOEEFNPTJODMVEF
t $PMMBCPSBUJWFTDVMQUVSFNPEFMNPMFDVMFT
t 4NBSUQIPOFNJDSPTDPQFT
t %BSXJOT5PPM#PY
t "HFOFUJDTMBCJOBTIPFCPY
t &MFDUSPNPTTQSPEVDJOHFMFDUSJDJUZGPS
SVOOJOHHBEHFUT
t 1PMBSHSBQIo"HJBOUBVUPOPNPVT
ESBXJOHNBDIJOFUIBUDSFBUFTVOJRVF
QPSUSBJUTPGWJTJUPST
t 4QMBUGPSNBSFWPMVUJPOBSZDPOTUSVDUJPOUPZ
t %4DBOOFSCPPUIDSFBUJOHVOJRVF
QPSUSBJUTJOUISFFEJNFOTJPOT

Learning:
5IFFYIJCJUJPODFMFCSBUFTUIFCVSHFPOJOH%*:
BOENBLFSNPWFNFOUT BOEFODPVSBHFT
WJTJUPSTUPNBLFUIJOHTGPSUIFNTFMWFT*U
IJHIMJHIUTUIFMJOLTCFUXFFOTDJFODFBOE
UFDIOPMPHZ*UFYQMBJOTUIFJNQPSUBODFPG
DPMMBCPSBUJPOBOEPQFOTPVSDFQSPKFDUTBT
UPPMTUPBDDFMFSBUFJOOPWBUJPO

Marvellous Magnets
Age range: 5+

Running time: 45 minutes
Shows per day: Runs once an hour, up to a
maximum of 10 performances
Performance area: 100 sqm

Event description:
Explore magnetic forces and their effects on
the world around us as our storyteller takes
you on a mysterious journey through the
wonderful world of magnets. Learn about
magnetic attraction and repulsion and fields
and poles as you escape into this engaging
hands-on workshop.

Learning:
This workshop explores the concepts of
magnetic poles, fields and materials.

Mini Mechanics
Age range: 8+

(can be adapted to 15–18)
Running time: 45 minutes
Shows per day: Runs once an hour, up to a
maximum of 10 performances
Performance area: 120sqm

Event description:
1VUPOZPVSPWFSBMMT TUFQJOTJEFPVS
XPSLTIPQBOEUBLFBMPPLJOTJEFBSFBMDBS
FOHJOFUPGJOEPVUIPXJUXPSLT:PVMMHFU
IBOETPOXJUISFBMUPPMTBOEDBSQBSUT 
UBLJOHBQBSUPVSGVMMTJ[FFOHJOFUPEJTDPWFS
XIBUJUUBLFTUPNBLFBDBSNPWFBOEIPX
UPSFQBJSJUXIFOJUCSFBLT5IFOTUBOECBDL
BTXFDSFBUFBGJSFQJTUPOFYQMPTJPOBOE
EFNPOTUSBUFIPXQPXFSJTDSFBUFEUISPVHI
DPNCVTUJPO5IJTFOHBHJOHJOUFSBDUJWF
XPSLTIPQTJNVMBUFTUIFFOWJSPONFOUPGBSFBM
DBSXPSLTIPQBNVTUGPSBOZCVEEJOH
FOHJOFFSTBOENFDIBOJDT

Learning:
1BSUJDJQBOUTXJMMEJTDPWFSUIFDPNQPOFOU
QBSUTPGBOFOHJOFJOBGVMMTJ[FEDVUBXBZ 
MFBSOJOHBCPVUIPXUIFZXPSLBOEJOUFSOBM
DPNCVTUJPO BOEXBUDIJOHEFNPOTUSBUJPOT
XJUIDPNCVTUJOHGVFMUIBUTIPXIPXFOFSHZ
JTUSBOTGFSSFEUPNBLFBDBSNPWF5IFZXJMM
JOUFSBDUXJUIFOHJOFTEJTNBOUMJOHBOE
SFBTTFNCMJOHMBXONPXFSFOHJOFTJOB
TFSJFTPGDIBMMFOHFT

Planet in a Bottle
Age range: 8+

Running time: 45 minutes
Shows per day: Runs once an hour, up to a
maximum of 10 performances
Performance area: 100sqm

Event description:
Watch incredible ecosystems come to life
before your eyes. Learn about brine shrimp,
biospheres and food chains as you recreate
the environment of a salt lake. Then take
your very own biosphere home to watch as
your new pets emerge and grow.

Learning:
This workshop introduces participants to
ecology, food chains, biology, ecosystems
and environmental science.

Power it Up
Age range: 8+

(can be adapted to 15–18)
Running time: 45 minutes
Shows per day: Runs once an hour, up to a
maximum of 10 performances
Performance area: 110sqm

Event description:
Journey into the energetic world of nuclear
fission, explore radioactive particles and
discover how we use them for nuclear
power. Understand the incredible force of
steam as well as how we can generate
electricity. Then use magnets to power up
our mighty Hexbugs and race around our
specially designed racetrack.

Learning:
Participants will discover what electricity is
and how it is generated via nuclear fission
in a power plant in this workshop.

Secret Life of Coral
Age range: 5+

Running time: drop-in or 45 minutes
Shows per day: Runs once an hour, up to a
maximum of 10 performances
Performance area: 100sqm

Event description:
Find out what’s lurking underwater as you
explore the secret life of coral. Do you know
about the incredible animals and plants in a
coral reef? Discover the amazing creatures
that live in its communities and help us
build a coral reef by making your own sea
creature in this captivating hands-on space.

Learning:
This workshop covers animal biology,
environmental science and arts and crafts,
while introducing participants to local
wildlife.

Splat-tastic
Age range: 5+

Running time: 45 minutes
Shows per day: Runs once an hour, up to a
maximum of 10 performances
Performance area: 100sqm

Event description:
This interactive workshop invites you get
creative with chemistry and design your
very own slime. Learn all about polymers,
what’s interesting about them and how
and why they were created, including
real world applications. You’ll then test
the viscosity and stickiness of your slime
under the extreme conditions of our special,
scientifically developed Splat-o-Meter.

Learning:
Participants will learn about connections
in chemistry, focusing on molecules and
polymers.

Supercool Challenge
Age range: 5+

Running time: 45 minutes
Shows per day: Runs once an hour, up to a
maximum of 10 performances
Performance area: 150sqm

Event description:
Warmly presented by your friendly hosts,
Frosty Freddie and Thermal Thelma,
Supercool Challenge challenges you to try
out different insulation and energy-saving
initiatives to stop your model house from
overheating.
Play the game against the clock and try to
beat those around you by saving the most
energy – and money!

Learning:
Participants will learn about the process
of heat transfer in different substances,
and how materials that are conductors or
insulators can affect this.

Tin Box Cameras
Age range: 8+

Running time: 45 minutes
Shows per day: Runs once an hour, up to a
maximum of 10 performances
Performance area: 150sqm

Event description:
Learn how to create and then develop your
own picture in our special Tin Box Camera
workshop and darkroom. Come along
and discover how a simple box, lens and
a piece of photographic paper can create
amazing results!

Learning:
This workshop focuses on chemistry with
participants learning how the process
behind photography and how it works.

